Throughout the three hours, the Show which holds the interest of the audience in Northampton. Besides having a plot change from the type of show given last year, "Not a Chance," performed at the National Cafe scene opened with a "Feather McCarten '19, second; Dorr '20, third; and Aroon," sung by Herbert C. Williamson in 2-5 seconds.

"Not a Chance" is a musical comedy perfected by its two Northampton men, as the "funny man," was not able with several dancing specialties. The performance in Northampton achieved a great success, one of the songs receiving five encores, C. A. Page, at the last encore, was not able to appear, but will probably play in the future at the Northampton Theater.

"Not a Chance," although a ringing change from the type given last year, has proven itself fully, as today's performance at the National Tech Show, will play today for the first time in Boston. The races with Middlesex, Exeter, '17, second; Matthews '20, third; and Collier '18, fourth. Time 2 minutes 5 seconds. Vol. 37. No. 8. CAMBRIDGE, MASS, SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 1917 Price Five Cents

Covered with an "Open Door" sign, the Junior Week more entangling situations than form in the minds of some people. It was only after some consideration that the judges awarded the plaque in the order named above. The finish of the four furlongs was the closest of the meet, the finisher being: "A. Par-I" won by Halfacre '18; "Banjocrity" Allen '18 and Schultz '20. The Junior races yesterday officially ended, the boat list will now be used by the boatmen for practice to secure the first place in the mile run, after passing Herzog '19, and Bolon '19, second; Ormon '20, third; and Ginn '18, fourth. Time 5 minutes 20 seconds.
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"Not a Chance," although a ringing change from the type given last year, has proven itself fully, as today's performance at the National Tech Show, will play today for the first time in Boston. The races with Middlesex, Exeter, '17, second; Matthews '20, third; and Collier '18, fourth. Time 2 minutes 5 seconds.

The winning 1919 crew was: Coxswain-Webber "Banjocrity" Allen '18 and Schultz '20. The Junior races yesterday officially ended, the boat list will now be used by the boatmen for practice to secure the first place in the mile run, after passing Herzog '19, and Bolon '19, second; Ormon '20, third; and Ginn '18, fourth. Time 5 minutes 20 seconds.

The Tech TVO GIN ON It MAYCNNE
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The Nettleton Shoe
For Men
A Shoe of Supreme Excellence
FRANKLIN P. WINSTON CO.

14 MILK STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

The Advantages We Offer

An efficient and courteous organization, progressive methods, large resources and three offices, conveniently located in different sections of Boston, combine to make the Old Colony Trust Company the most desirable depository in New England.

EV F some folks changed their own temp'ments they'd be better satisfied with those of their neighbors.

A neighborly idea—pass your tin of VELVET.

Old Clothes Wanted
By MAX KEEVER

Telephone 2841, 1918

LOMBARDY INN
(Rest)

Haymarket Place (Near Criminal Theater)
Open till Midnight

ITALIAN RESTAURANT

Italian In New England, $1.20 to $2.00

Table Ornaments, $1.50 to $2.00

1918 MASS. AVENUE, CAMBRIDGE

Telephone: 525-108

If you are long, sell the other.
THE ATHLETIC DEPT.

New Department
New Merchandise

Auto Tires
Inner Tubes
ALL SIZES
GUARANTEED 3500-6000 MILES

Tennis
Rackets
(20 Models)
TENNIS BALLS
(All Makes)
PRESSES
RACKET CASES
RESTRINGING

Golf
WOODEN CLUBS
IRON CLUBS
GOLF BAGS
GOLF BALLS
(All Makes)
ENGLISH HOSE

THE TECH

Clubs Close Season With Spring Concert

NO DEFEAT IN TWO SEASONS
RECORD OF INSTITUTE SWIMMERS

ANHEUSER GIVES CARDINAL
AND GRAY HARDEST RUB

Scores a total of 314 to 139 for
their opponents, the Technology Swim-
ming Team completed its third season
with an unbroken string of victories,
defeating Huntington School, Amherst,
Worcester, Harvard, and Worcester Acad-
emy and Brown. The undefeated tech-
nique team winning first in every
event.

The next meet, which was the first
really important one of the sea-
son, was with Harvard. The


test of the tank was
with Huntington School in the Boston
Y. M. C. A. tank, and was won by
the Technology man, Foster nosed out
the Crimson man by two feet. In
the 40-yard, Foster was first, Unter-
sen second, and Bolan '19 in the 220.
The dive for the tank by two feet. In
the 100-yard, Foster won in 6.0 sec-

onds, the equivalent of the tank re-
foster first tank man

THE COMBINED MUSICAL CLUBS

Tutoring in Mathematics,
Engineering, Physics, Astronomy

G. B. GOLLIER, B. S., A. M.
10 Ware Hall Harvard & Remington Streets

The PERFECT
Pipe Tobacco

0. P. N. 10 HILDEBRAND
BLOW BURNING AND

DOES NOT BITE THE TONGUE
That's Why It's Perfect

It is ABSOLUTELY THE
FINEST MIXTURE
PRODUCED

Manufactured by
COBB, BATIES & YERXA Co., Boston, U. S. A.

Particularly for the convenience of our
Technology Patronage

The Walton Lunch Co.
have opened up one of the finest
Dairy Lunch Rooms
in New England

Opp. Technology Bldg. 73 MASS AVENUE
New Coach's Work Seen
All Through Tech Show

ENGINEER CORPS NOW UP TO FULL STRENGTH

Small Unit Started Last Year Has Grown to Full Size Company in the Reserve Officers Training Corps

WILL ENSCAP April 6

Last year about the middle of March, the Engineer Corps was first organized and stationed in a tent on the campus. Now, C. E. Moore '18, with the object of preparing a training unit to become engineer officers in the Reserve Officers Corps, has been given the organization of the Corps. The Engineer Corps is purely a voluntary organization and at first, difficulties on all sides were encountered. Few returned to the call for volunteers, and there was no equipoise in the class. However, with the passing of the term, the members were called into action in their sections and with the hope of organizing themselves by the end of the term. This was accomplished and upon the recommendation of the members, the men were divided into two sections which met once a week. Major Cole and Moore delivering lectures during the second form of the last year. The only equipment was made by the students themselves who constructed the sketching outfits and other apparatus. During the term the men made trips to nearby dams where they did some real work and built two small footbridges. Our most successful trip was a real channel about thirty feet wide. Toward the end of the term, the men were furnished with some real equipment, one of the companies of the Corps successfully constructed the ball and block. The second section continued the work with the remaining equipment and the first section hopes of building up with their section as a nucleus.

McMORROW

College Shoes for College Men
238 WESTERN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Opposite Thompson's Spa

THE LAST WORDS IN SMOKING MIXTURE

2 oz. 1 full package - 5c
AIRTIGHT TINS
8 oz. - - - 50c
16 oz. - - - 1.00c

Every Pipe Smoker is Enthusiastic About His Unusual Qualities

FOUNTAIN PEN EDUCATION. A system of experimenting which will save you more than $200—every time you have fountain pen satisfaction. Always ready to write—no smearing. Felt's best because it writes. Now held by College students; druggists, jewelers, and men.

AMERICAN INK CO., NEW YORK, DEP. S. and P.

Pavilion Ballill Billard
96 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

Directly opposite "Jack"

YOU'RE KNOWN by your clothes—as by your features—you can depend on Harvard Bazar Clothes $15.00 to $25.00
FULL DRESS SUIT, Silk Lined, $28.00
The best Hat department in greater Boston

HARVARD BAZAR
Central Square, Cambridge
### Some Glimpses of Technique Rush Tuesday

**The Winners**

1. Walter C. Wood ’17
2. Frank G. Osgood ’18
3. John McCloskey, Jr. ’20
4. William Pinckney, Jr. ’19
5. Kenyon Roper ’18
6. Disqualified
7. Walter T. Hill ’19
8. Laurance M. Dalton ’19
9. Richard T. Glyoms ’17
10. Garnett H. Porter ’18
11. Laurence A. Gillett ’18
12. Harold P. Burt ’18
13. Frank McFadden ’19
14. Richard T. Glyoms ’18
15. A. N. Prescott ’20
17. Frank McFadden ’19
18. Richard T. Glyoms ’17
19. John McCloskey, Jr. ’20
20. Frank McFadden ’19

*In THE GAME WORTH THE CANOE!* Ask the Winner of Book No. 6 on the Stretchers Above

**VENUS PENCILS**

No matter what course you're taking you need these famous pencils!

**Because of the superior quality of material and water repelleness, VENUS is the finest pencil you can buy.**

If you like a thin soft lead that marks so that you can read the writing halfway across the room, choose 6B-9B. For hard lead notes or easy writing, choose 3B-2B (medium soft) are preferable. For sketching, general writing purposes, etc., HB-F-H-2 H-20 may be bought.

Always buy VENUS.
Collins & Fairbanks Co

Young Men's Hats

IMPORTED CLOTH COATS, CAPS and GLOVES

383 Washington St., Boston

Hotel Cumberland

NEW YORK

Broadway, at Fifty-fourth Street

KEPT BY A COLLEGE MAN

HEADQUARTERS FOR COLLEGE TEAMS AND FOR STUDENTS

SPECIAL RATES FOR COLLEGE TEAMS AND FOR STUDENTS

The Cumberland does more business than any other Hotel in New York

Headquarters for Tech

COLEY SQUARE PHARMACY

H. G. Beason, Prop.

Huntington Ave. BOSTON

Whether Its Dress Clothes

OR

Clothes for Street Wear

We have them all. There's no better clothes made than Hart Schaffner & Marx guaranteed clothes for all occasions.

Better Suits have the call for young men this spring. Come in and try them on.

$20 $25 $30 $35

You'll get satisfaction here. Everything is guaranteed to satisfy. Now's the time. Come in and try them on.

The Continental Clothing House

BOSTON'S GREATEST CLOTHING STORE

651-657 Washington Street
Cor. Boylston Street